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Class News

Send a water bottle, healthy 
snack, and a book for silent 

reading with your child every 
day.

Reminders

Fourth graders have begun the year with a unit in Geometry learning 
about quadrilaterals and their differences and understanding that different 
categories of shapes may share attributes. The students have enjoyed several 
activities to practice what they’ve learned with designing their own town 
using parallel, perpendicular, and intersecting lines.
The fifth graders have begun a unit on Geometry learning the difference 
between lines, line segments, points, rays, perpendicular and parallel lines. 
They have also been learning the difference between acute, obtuse, and right 
angles. We have done several activities to practice these concepts including 
“Name Geometry” and “Town Map Math” where the students created their 
own town using all the different types of lines.

Math  

Fourth grade had a great time collaborating with fifth grade on two 
STEAM projects.  The “Amusement Park Challenge” and the “Egg Drop 
Challenge” where they observed and investigated gravity, forces, and the laws 
of motion.  They all enjoyed the design process, working together towards a 
common goal, and the competition.  I enjoyed seeing their creativity in all 
their designs!

 Fifth Grade The students had a great time learning about Contact Tracing 
one day with the 6th grade students.  They were able to do an experiment to 
see how viruses spread. 

Fourth Grade, General Studies - Ms. Ragland & Ms. 
Kihlstadius
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Class News

We are reviewing The American 
Revolution.  The fifth graders 
remember and know so much 
about it!  It is impressive!

Look for them to tell you about 
an extension project that they 
will be completing on this unit!  
Coming Soon!

Social
Studies 

Fourth graders are reading Shiloh by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor. This 
nerve-wracking and memorable story about an abused dog and the boy who 
wants to save him challenges readers to think for themselves and realize that 
not everything is simple or clear.  They are really enjoying the novel so 
far-whether they are a dog-lover or not!
Along with written responses to literature (Shiloh), analyzing quotes, and 
describing the motives of characters, the fourth graders have begun narrative 
writing with a focus on using “strong verbs” to make their writing appealing 
to the reader.
They have also begun spelling packets in class.  The first spelling “test” will 
be sometime after Labor Day and written on the homework sheet.
Reflecting on our work is a crucial part of becoming a self-aware learner. 
With both of the STEAM projects the last two weeks, a written reflection was 
essential for thinking about questions such as, “How well did you collaborate 
with your group?” and,“What could your group have done differently to  
make your project  better?”

The fifth graders have started the novel, Return to Sender, by Julia 
Alvarez. An award winning and timely story about the families of 
undocumented migrant workers.  We viewed a documentary titled “Under 
the Cloak of Darkness,” about migrant farm workers in Vermont to gain some 
background knowledge.  The mix of acceptance and scorn allows students to 
think critically and deeply about this controversial topic.

Along with responses to the literature, analyses of characters and quotes 
from the novel, the students are writing narratives with a focus on 
interjections and conjunctions to make their writing more appealing to the 
reader. 

Additionally, Reflecting on our work is a crucial part of becoming a 
self-aware learner.  With both of the STEAM projects the last two weeks, a 
written reflection was essential for thinking about questions such as, “How 
did you collaborate well with your group?” and “What could your group have 
done differently to make it better?”

ELA  
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It’s the month fo Elul! We 
learned about the king in the 
field and how special it is to do 
teshuvah and get closer to 
Hashem in this month. We also 
learned about the birthdays of 
the Alter Rebbe and the Baal 
Shem Tov, coming up this 
Monday on the 18th of Elul.  
And we celebrated Mussia 
Gurary’s birthday!

Class News

In Navi, we learned about the 
spies that Yehoshua sent. So, we 
decided to be spies ourselves! 
We dressed up and made skits!
We each have our own Navi and 
we read two pesukim a day.  
Now we are in the middle of 
crossing the Jordan River into 
Israel, standing next to a 
massive pillar of water!

7 cows... 7 ears of grain… what does it all mean? Paroh is really 
confused and we’re trying to help him out. We started with Parshas 
Miketz and we’ll finish the entire Chumash Bereishis this year. We 
spent this month focusing on basic prefixes, shorashim and yonah 
shorashim. We love coloring in each part of every word according to its 
category. We use color coded blocks to practice breaking down words. 
Learning Rashi makes the story even more interesting, we look for 
holes in the posuk and then see if Rashi has an answer for us. 
Sometimes we have to dig a bit deeper and look in other meforshim 
until we find our answer. 

Chumash - 5th

Fourth & Fifth Grade Girls, Judaic Studies - 
Mrs. Adelman & Mrs. Freeman

Navi

Grade 4 girls Chumash class started with the fascinating story of 
Yaakov Avinu beginning  his journey to Charan, then spending 
the night in a most awesome place and having the famous 
“Angels on the ladder” dream. The  girls are enthusiastic learners 
and they  worked on their ability to decode psukim, identify 
shorashim and practice reading and Rashi skills. We made 
vocabulary  flash cards and enjoyed a few games with them. 

Chumash - 4th 



A vicious virus has broken loose 
and it is wreaking havoc! The 
only way to save poor Moishe is 
by conquering 9 virus zones and 
completely healing them using 
the Super Neshama agents white 
blood cell power! Each zone is 
identified with unique Middos 
that must be mastered and used 
as weapons against the evil 
Yetzer Horas virus, and then we 
will celebrate our success!

Class News

Novi:
Novi for this year is the book of 
Shoftim. Imagine after 7 years of 
fighting wars, you would be 
tiiired. What comes next?

Tefillah:
A glimpse at the year ahead: we aim to learn and understand all of 
Shemoineh Esreh, the most holy part of davening. We have started 
with a general introduction to davening, imagine you were invited to 
come talk to the King!

Halacha:
Is a shofar from an Ox a valid Shofar? What type of shoes can we wear 
on Yom Kippur? Do you need to eat cake in a Sukkah?
We have been learning the Halachois of Rosh Hashana, Yom Kippur. 
We plan to move ahead with the Halachois of Sukkos.

Tefilla/ Halacha

4th Chumash

We have started our year with reviewing the basic skills we knew from 
previous years; gematriah, navigation, prefixes, shorashim etc. Now 
we move on to learning Parshas Vayeitzeh.

5th grade

 Mishnayos and Chumash: We began Maseches Shabbos in Mishnayos. 
We broke down all of the steps of carrying, learned the laws of timers 
on Shabbos, and what may be begun before Shabbos to continue on 
Shabbos. In Chumash, we are in the thick of the story of Yosef and 
Pharaoh, with their first meeting about to start!

Chumash & Mishnayos
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